Introduction
This article examines two film franchises and two subsequent advertising campaigns spawned on the back of them. Examining processes of imaging, imperial administration and ecological discourse, it argues that contemporary advertising campaigns that sell Australian and New Zealand ecology to a global, long haul tourist industry are not a contradiction. Instead, they are symptomatic of an ambivalent attitude of extraction and preservation founded by the British Empire. Advertising campaigns premised upon selling ‗pristine' antipodean space perpetuate two long functioning injustices. Firstly, they continue to commoditise ecologies as ‗wilderness' even while the process makes them anything but. Secondly, they constitute a form of ecological racism that sees indigenous peoples as scopically marginalised guarantors for the ‗purity' of a commodity that is polluted in the process. In the great leap forth of the European powers, nascent for a time but rapidly to increase thereafter, it is only the counterpart of the threat of territorial restriction. (29) (30) These themes are still prevalent in the films and advertisements at issue here.
Where past configurations frequently represented indigenous people as absent, the new representations rationalise them within a new but equally problematic scheme as ‗natural' representatives and guarantors of ecological purity to a space ironically purchased through environmentally costly long haul flights. With added irony, while they sell an ‗empty', ‗natural', ‗wilderness' space, these images are in fact hyperindustrialised new media objects: not empty but full, packed with data, code, programming, labour and even the carbon that inevitably results from their creation and, if they are watched online as many are intended, from their distribution and exhibition (Cubitt et al 2010) . With this in mind, I shall now turn our attention to the three areas listed above. First, the historical and contemporary representations of antipodean space. Second, the relationship between film, advertising and new media distribution channels, and the significance they hold for the representation of antipodean space. Third, the specific representations of Australian and New Zealand ecologies both within national and global public imaginations and within an ecological order that is already beginning to break down.
Historical Representations of Antipodean Ecology
Before discussing Eurocentric representational systems by which antipodean landscapes and ecologies came to be represented, it is worth noting that New Zealand Maori and Australian Aboriginal artists were representing the landscape and their own place in it for hundreds and thousands of years, respectively, before the arrival of European settlers. Typically, these representations were not regarded as of comparable value by the majority of early European painters, many of whom ignored such work alltogether. In this respect, the painting practices taking place in both Australia and New Zealand at the time of imperial expansion offer an insight into the way in which the imaging and advertising of these spaces is linked to the social, cultural, political and ecological events taking place at the time that European settlers arrived in the Antipodes.
Romantic painters frequently portrayed empty ‗wilderness' landscapes. As John Urry (1995) has explained, the industrial revolution and industrialised forms of transport made it ever easier for middle class (and then even working class) travellers to escape the industrial grime of English cities (175). This brought with it both mass tourism and, in turn, a shift in the symbolic relationship to the landscape. Specifically, the concept of wilderness shifted from representing a challenge to Enlightenment notions of order to representing liberation for the Romantic Movement that sought escape from the excessive and repressive organising modes of industrialisation borne out of the Enlightenment. While this happened first in the Lake District and Scotland, it was not long before expansion of the British Empire sent such discursive constructions further afield.
In this sense Australia, New Zealand and the ‗wilderness' they appeared to offer were ripe for the European Romantic Painters that constituted some of the first global tourists of the industrial era. However, it was not only painting that operated within this discursive framework. Inevitably, photography also operated to construct antipodean space as a ‗wilderness' space.
As Geoffrey Batchen (2000) has argued, Australia's European phase of settlement took place at the ‗moment that in Europe first induced a general desire to photograph and ultimately led to the invention of a marketable photographic process in 1839' (29) . From this, he argues, Australia can be seen to be ‗one of the few national entities that has been from its outset framed by a photo-scopic episteme' (29).
It is important to note here that there is a danger with my argument in its potential to imply New Zealand and Australia are entirely comparable and equivalentgeographically, culturally, ecologically and historically-when in fact the colonisation Gurevitch -100% pure Imperial Ecology -NZJMS 12.1, 2010 63 of each land and peoples developed very differently. What did remain constant in this process however, was the origin of the colonisers, the empire under which both spaces and cultures functioned and, by extension, the visual cultural imperialism that ensued. As such, photographs became a staple of an imperial scopic regime that materialised the colonial spaces in the minds of colonised and colonialists alike. As
Anne Maxwell has argued in her work on colonial photography, the period between 1850-1915 witnessed the emergence of two types of mass produced imaging that shaped the way colonies and their people came to be portrayed in twentieth century popular culture. The first was live displays of ‗primitive' peoples staged at great exhibitions in urban centres, the second were the photographs that constituted a part of the emergence mass international tourism industry at the time (Maxwell 2000: ix).
Maxwell's work makes clear that images of Australia and New Zealand will not just have functioned to represent faraway places; they operated within a wider framework of industrial and commercial organisation that emerged as a part of the British empire.
As 
Film and Advertising: Ecological Space as Attraction
In recent years a number of theorists (Miller 1990; Caldwell 2000; Wyatt 2003; Gurevitch 2010) In this context, Nullah signifies an exotic attraction. In Australia this attraction is an attraction of ‗staged authenticity' as MacCannell describes it, but it is also a cinematic attraction in the sense that Tom Gunning (1990) discusses the cinema of the attractions. In the Come Walkabout advert, Nullah operates as the promise of the attraction that will reward the arriving tourist. At the same time the advert's use of Nullah, its digitally manipulated aesthetic, and its carefully chosen shots are themselves the attraction. It is as if the holiday to Australia merely acts as confirmation of the attraction and confirmation of the staged authenticity consumed before the plane ticket has even been purchased. As MacCannell would argue, the confirmation that is acted out is one of leaving modern society behind to ‗experience' a more ‗authentic' order that does not have the ‗front' and the ‗back'. The promise of the Walkabout adverts is that there is no front and back, simply all one ‗natural' ecology. The irony is that the advert itself functions as the front and Nullah acts as a figure promising to transport the tourist beyond such a binary. Here then, Nullah stands for the landscape and its apparent ecological purity, seemingly devoid of open cast mining and land disputes. It is here that we witness ecological racism: the presentation of a racial and ecological fantasy in the service of the contrary.
Like the romantic landscapes and therefore the advert itself that they are bookended within, Maori and Australian Aborigine people and their customs exist here as an attraction that signifies access to the nation as a globalised, ecologically pure national park. Ironically, the national park movement was both a product of industrial urbanisation ( The problem with this representation is not just that it is viewed through a simplified, reductionist and romantic lens that treats indigenous peoples as gate keepers of ecological purity, and as recipients of the gaze and its scopic power. It is also that the advert itself is a testament to the contradiction of a global long haul tourist industry intent on supplying such authentic ecological purity in spite of the damage it will ultimately do to antipodean ecosystems.
In all of this, the image (both its amateur and professional/industrial production and consumption) plays a central role. In the 100% Pure New Zealand advert tourists are invited specifically in relation to the dynamics of the digital camera. A man and a woman play on a beach, making patterns on the sand, filming it and each other, making explicit a practice that is played out millions of times a day: experience affirmed through the window of the digital camera LCD screen and the record that it Gurevitch -100% pure Imperial Ecology -NZJMS 12.1, 2010
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provides. There is a certain circularity in the LCD frame that returns to original imperial imaging practices of the rectangular canvases. In both cases, the rectangular frame operates as a border around the stage-managed image of ecology that proliferated in Australia and New Zealand with European settlers. It is no surprise that the camera sits in the hands of the tourists. Like Nullah's passing of the LCD screens in the New York woman's apartment, the screen here is a commodity of the traveller, an object brought from, and taken back to, their industrial home to provide testimony to the pure environment they can experience only in passing.
Imperial Ecology
Just Nevertheless, the representations of both spaces in these adverts can be said to follow a representational pattern laid down in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that connects ecology, imaging and imperialism in a manner that communicates more about extraction than it does about preservation or stewardship. Plimer's uptake in the media in order to discuss some of the logics of the media that come to carry in the climate change debate and influence its quality.
Dr Leon Gurevitch is Lecturer in Digital Imaging
Ian Plimer has considerable cultural capital: as an award-winning scientist, his voice warrants hearing, and he and others in the climate change denial camp use this cultural capital strategically to put their message out into the public sphere through skilful use of the media. However, I will argue that the media aren't merely unwitting victims of cunning deniers who are good at PR and strategic media use, but that the very logic of the media produces rhetoric-driven public debate about climate change. connected to them, but also the media savviness of climate change deniers: they are good because they have to be, and they do a full-out attack by all means available, because they know that they need to lobby and that it is about who wins the attention of the public, the media and the politicians (Mooney and Kirshenbaum 11).
This allows vested interests to control the amplification of voices and to hijack the
Plimer loudly proclaims his credibility, but is quiet when it comes to his credentials: 
Plimer has made a living out of the mining industry. He still is Professor of Mining
Geology at the University of Adelaide, as well as currently director of three mining companies, and making a considerable income out of these directorships (Burton).
Plimer also claims that his mining connections don't affect his views on climate change, and has argued that the introduction of a cap-and trade system in Australia would impact on the mining industry and -probably destroy it totally‖ (-Ian Plimer Joins Lateline Business‖). This extensive link to fossil fuel networks is not generally disclosed by the media outlets that cover Plimer's opinions.
Plimer has turned into a celebrity climate change sceptic; a rebel and a maverick, who speaks for -the average punter out there‖ (456). The oft-repeated statement about Plimer in the media is that he is -one of the few scientists‖ who disagree with Instead, the debate remained stuck in the formulae of conflict and duel; there is accusation and counter-accusation, petty nitpicking rather than quality arguments being made, and two people becoming increasingly agitated and angry. There were In Australia, this group of media figures is one of the voices telling the public that climate change is a green religion that lacks a scientific basis, and its amplification of the climate scepticism message has been a cycle of reinforcement:
Because most are employed to write in a manner that invites debate, a black-and-white depiction is far better than a balanced account. Having Numerous reviewers have made the point that Plimer's book is not a work of science but, as Kurt Lambeck, president of the Australian Academy of Science, has put it, -an opinion by an author who happens to be a scientist‖ (Lambeck) . This point, however, often is lost in the media covering Plimer's opinions. The logic of noise needs much more attention in our analysis of the media, particularly given the increasing trend in the media to give voice to commentary and political opinion.
In this context, looking at the quality of the climate change debate, as it is largely facilitated and mediated by the media, can teach us a lot about the media. There is criticism of news media generally that they are failing their social role and responsibility (as fourth estate, for example). But in the case of climate change, there is a particular case being made of the failure of the media. In the context of the political dynamic currently at work in the climate change debate-political inaction in the face of urgency; denial in the face of evidence-the question whether news reporting of climate change might be part of the reason for the green backlash has to be considered.
Do the mediations of the debate in the media provoke confusion about climate change, about what is fact and fiction, and hence delay the search for (technological) solutions, policy development, and social and political action? Social researchers repeatedly make the point that confusion causes disengagement from politics and the political process. This seems to be about to happen in the climate change debate. Climate change is going to be the defining problem of humanity. It has the potential to endanger, if not erase, human civilization. As such it is a textbook example of the need for knowledge and information in order to know how to act politically. The media-and particularly the news media-have been traditionally seen as central to the right to know in order to participate.
The media provide one of the most prevalent interfaces between scientists, policy makers, and members of the general public. Therefore, we need media that can help us ask the obvious questions: are the climate change deniers qualified; are they doing research in the climate change field; are they accepting money from the fossil fuel industry (Hoggan and Littlemore 4)? The media need to take more seriously the processes of authorising they perform for the public. Taking a closer look at the -credibility‖ of the -experts‖ relied on by the climate change denial campaign and amplified by the media reveals that most, like Plimer, have tangential qualifications and links to polluters and polluter-funded front groups. A closer look, minus the noise of the media, also reveals that they actually are a small number of people.
We also need to think through the logics of the media in the context of making sense of science and its role in society. The public understanding of science is limited.
There is an increasing -politicisation of scientific research‖ (Hamilton Scorcher 13) . This is why popular science books by scientists, such as by Plimer, matter. Rather than fostering confusion about science, or perpetuating the myth that the everyday person cannot understand science, the media could help to increase science literacy.
A recognition of the limitations in media expertise (the news media, for example, have to give an account of other fields of expertise, such as climate science, but can only really give an account of itself as a field), and the different logics at work (science seeks consensus; media seeks conflict), would also help to think through and re-think the role of the media in public debate over climate change.
And, finally, we need media that participate in discussions about the relationship between debate and social change. What kind of information, communication, and images can we use to shape perception and opinion and inspire action? In the context of environmental issues, such as climate change, Ulrich Beck has described the core of the relationship between media and politics: we have to rely on the symbolic politics of the media. The symbols that translate for us the many environmental risks are being produced in the battle over the meaning of these risks.
The key question therefore is:
Who discovers (or invents), and how, symbols that disclose the structural character of the problems while at the same time fostering the ability to act? (Beck 98) Caught up in the political dynamics of the debate, the media miss the purpose and the politics of the climate change debate: that the function of the debate is to prevent climate change (Beck) . Part of the responsibility of the news media is to introduce new knowledge to the public. A book on the social construction of climate change asks the crucial question:
How is new knowledge introduced to the public? What roles do scientists, the media, leaders at all levels, interest groups and NGOs play in constructing knowledge for the public? (Pettenger 244) This is part of the social role and responsibility of the media, alongside its logic of spectacle for entertainment and business purposes.
Why worry about the current quality of the climate change debate? Because undermining and misinterpreting environmental data prolongs an already difficult search for solutions (Ehrlich and Ehrlich) . As is said so often now, to change our attitudes and to act in the face of climate change needs nothing short of a revolution (Lindahl Elliot 233). Plimer and his recycling of climate change denial messages and the re-recycling through the media represents conservative resistance to the transformations necessary in the face of global climate change; it merely is clinging onto the ideologies of mastery over nature and (economic) progress. Faced with the task of dealing with change, defending conservative values with no new vision will not create a public debate that can be of public benefit. A media consultant recently suggested that in the era of ecological challenges, we might need a -public-benefit journalism‖ (Cass), a journalism that benefits the public in the long run, not only particular groups with vested and short term interests.
